
As part of a comprehensive technology strategy, security has moved to the forefront as organizations  
of every size face growing threats. Driven by mobile access needs, BYOD, IoT growth, and the rising tide 
of malware, coupled with governance and compliance requirements, having a seasoned security expert 
has become a necessity. With the skills shortage for security leadership at an all-time high, companies  
are increasingly looking to outside experts to set the path forward to alleviate security issues.  
NeuEon provides CISO-level advisement to help define a strategic plan that ensures you have strong,  
up-to-date security policies and procedures that reflect your unique industry and business. From providing 
guidance on closing existing vulnerabilities, to defining a roadmap for proactively upgrading security  
measures and technologies, NeuEon can set strategic leadership goals, and provide the understanding  
of the functional security tasks necessary to achieve a rock-solid security framework.

Security and governance gaps can occur at any time in a company’s lifecycle, but is more acute in times 
of change or for specific industries.

• Fast growing organizations: These organizations frequently need an equal 
focus on strategic guidance, resource allocation, and management of  
security-related issues. Defining how to improve and scale security needs,  
as well as personnel needs to support expansion, are generally high priorities.

• Companies facing merger or acquisition: When organizations are  
 merging or being acquired, it is a critical time for organizational security  
 leadership. Successfully blending the security needs and technologies  
 of different organizations requires a seasoned expert who understands  
 which technologies work well together and has experience integrating 
 systems. The right CISO leadership can guide organizations into an  
 efficient and cost effective, secure security framework, avoiding the  
 disparate silos of information and systems that are expensive and  
 time-consuming to maintain.

• Companies with diverse regulatory needs: Many companies  
 face industry and regulatory requirements for data security. From  
 HIPAA, to SEC/SOX and PCI DSS, we match your organization  
 with an experienced CISO that can provide the strategic guidance  
 necessary to ensure compliance. An experienced CISO-level  
 consultant can ensure that your organization has compliant security,  
 so your organization can avoid financially-crippling fines, or public  
 damage to your brand. We constantly stay on the forefront of existing  
 industry and regulatory guidelines.
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A Comprehensive Solution
NeuEon is committed to value creation — and a solid 
security and governance plan can protect companies from 
threats for years to come.
 
The NeuEon Difference
At NeuEon, we become part of your team. All of our 
consultants bring deep senior-level leadership experience, 
including building and running companies. For over 10 
years, clients have looked to NeuEon to find the best path 
forward and see recommendations through to completion.

We offer:

• Strategic planning and project execution
• Senior level experts with deep knowledge  
 and experience
• Proven methodologies and best practices
• An endless thirst for uncovering best-in-class  
 technologies
• Unbiased and objective advice

CyberSecurity Strategy Services

NeuEon is a boutique consulting company focused on combining strategic technology transformation with practical 
implementation. For over a decade, the company has delivered measurable results for a wide roster of clients from 
start-ups to enterprise, with specialized services for the investor community. NeuEon’s team of senior-level leaders 
with deep business and technology expertise apply proven methodologies and processes to enable clients to reach 
their objectives.
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For more information on NeuEon’s CyberSecurity Strategy Services, 
visit www.neueon.com or call 877.273.9200.

Best Practices for Success
Although each engagement is different, NeuEon has 
cemented methodologies and best practices based on 
working for decades across industries and organizational 
types. Typical services may include:
 
• Assessment

We consult with organization leaders and key stake-
holders to assess current strategy, existing security, and 
on-going strategic business operation initiatives, as well 
as the corresponding security implications.

• Planning
We work as part of your team to develop information 
security policies and procedures that incorporate your 
unique industry and business requirements. We create a 
technology roadmap and implementation plan using our 
framework of best practices.

• Implementation and future planning
We provide the strategic guidance to implement your 
technology roadmap, along with any best practices 
training. We provide guidance and analysis of security 
trends, suggest policy updates, and recommend  
technology upgrades as necessary.
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